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Introduction to Aerobotics | Core Value Proposition

Aerobotics turns information from drones and satellites into 
actionable data for farmers, helping to find problems early and 

proactively



Introduction to Aerobotics | Mission, Client Value & Team

JAMES PATERSON

CEO | MSc Astro/Aeronautics

BENJI MELTZER

CTO | MSc Neurotechnology

ANDREW BURDOCK

COO | MBA | CIMA

TIM WILLIS

CFO | CA(SA)

|MISSION Be the trusted product of choice for Tree Crop Farmers globally

CLIENT 
VALUE 

Peace of mind by implementing a reliable early warning system

Precise location based pest & disease data to improve scouting

Continuous model improvement with more data points

Enable risk-based credit and insurance pricing



Introduction to Aerobotics | The Product Magic

Aeroview is the web-based data portal where clients access 
drone and satellite data to plan their scouting missions

Aeroview Scout enables client to take their satellite and drone 
data insights into the field with offline access

Aerobotics Flight Planner is used by both Farmers and Drone 
Operators to automatically fly drones over a client’s orchards 

Simplicity | We believe in providing Farmers with simple solutions to 
complex problems

World leading algorithms | We have some of the world’s leading 
algorithms to identify tree crops enabling us to turn complicated data 

into simple insights for every Farmer

Continuous improvement | We outsource ground-truthing to 
hundreds of Farmers through our scouting application; all feedback is 
fed into our algorithms enabling them to continually learn and improve



Farmer Benefits | Understanding how Farmers use the product...
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- Weekly satellite imagery, 
including NDVI and Moisture 

index

- On-demand drone analytics

Early Problem Detection

- Pest and Disease identification

- Irrigation mapping

Intelligent Scouting

- Soil and leaf sampling

- Variable-rate Fertilization

Management Zones

(Where applicable)

- Tree count

- Per-tree health & size

Tree Census
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Farmer Benefits | Early risk identification in a Mandarin Orchard

CASE STUDY | Aeroview recently detected leaf chlorosis development in low-fruiting mandarin trees due to starch accumulation in a Mandarin Citrus 
orchard for one of our Farmers in the Western Cape, South Africa

Drone image of the Mandarin Citrus Orchard
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Aeroview software finds each tree using machine 
learning algorithms
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Aeroview’s advanced machine learning algorithms 
highlight trees that are at risk based on their health 
performance
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Aeroview detects the exact trees which have early 
stage health problems
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Using Aeroview Scout the farmer was able to quickly 
identify the trees in the orchard which were under 
severe stress due to starch accumulation



Financial Service Provider Benefits| A quick overview
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Price each Farmer’s credit and 
insurance for the inherent risk

presented by their fields

Re-price during the season 
depending on a crop’s health 

performance

Risk-based pricing

Crop type and hectares per area

(whole country, region, farm and 
orchard)

Country-wide Crop 
Information

Estimates of planting date, crop 
age and harvest date

(by crop type or region)

Crop Growth Stage 
Breakdown

Disease and Pest reports per 
area 

(whole country, region, farm and 
orchard)

Aggregated Scouting 
Information
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Aerobotics

www.aerobotics.co

27 21 035 1060 

http://www.aerobotics.co

